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Learning literature for people who are studying English or majoring in 

English is bmh important and useful. These people, if they intend to master English, 

certainly do not stop learning it in the context of the language education. They will go 

beyond It by learning literature, since in it they can learn English in its natural way. 

Thus, by learning literature one may learn and master English, which is being used in 

its natural way. 

Literature is imaginative writings, stories, novels, poems, and plays that 

picture human lite. Therefore, one of some benefits It ot1ers is that one can learn 

about life through it for it says about life itself. Irving Howe in his book ( i 978: p.V) 

defines literature as a major refleuion and illumination-both mirror and lamp - of 

human experience. Because literature pictures life with many of its aspects: suffering, 

happmess, love, tragedy, death, mcidents, romance, law, forgiveness, cnme, sacnfice, 

struggles, fate, faith and many others to be mentioned here, it provides great insights 

to readers about the art of life itself Thus, literature has the ability to help people to 

become mature personally and intellectually by learning the values it carnes through 



words that may explicitly or implicitly teach them about life. Roberts and Jacobs 

( 19&9: p.2) state: 

Literature helps us grow personally and intellectually, it provides an 
objective base for our knowledge and understanding; it helps us to connect 
ourselves to the broader culture, philosophic, and religious \Vorld which 
\Ve are a part; it enables us to recognize human dreams and struggles in 
different places and times. Literature helps us develop mature sensibility 
and compassion for the condition of all living things. 

Another benefit is that one may enjoy its beauty. Literature is beautiful tor it 

is where language is being well used. It is an art form that is an art of words, \vhich 

makes one realize the difference between the word that is truly good and the word 

that is merely good enough. Lirerature provides its readers with various knowledge 

and exercises their sensitivity to the beauty it ofters in its language that they may 

enjoy the way of its language beautifuliy and brilliantly expresses and pictures 

thoughts, ideas, events, people and emotions. As to XJ. Kennedy (199! xiiL 

li1erawre has much pracucal knowledge to offer. Robens and Jacobs (J 989: p.l) 

ciaan: 

"Literature refers to \Hitten (and also spoken) compositions designated to 
tell stories, dramatize situations, and reveal thoughts, emotions, and also 
n1ore itnportantly~ to interest, entertain, stirnulate, broaden~ and e.nnob1e 
readers. 

There are many ways in meeting these end. For instance. some authors intend to show 

thoughts and emotiOns while others intend to entertam the readers and so on. 

Literature has three genres, which are prose ftction, poetry and drama. The 

writer of this thesis chose the first genre that is prose fiction in the fonn of novel. The 

.:. 



reason for this preference is that novel is always interesting and exciting to be read 

and learnt, tor novel has the sense of actuality. In novels, the sense of actuality, for 

mstance, the events are like those that the readers have expenenced, could 

experience, or could easily imagine themselves experiencing. Paul Berry ( 1975: p. i) 

states that rather than meaning, fiction gives its readers an experience, one in which 

they participate as they read. As a result. He ( 1975: p. l) adds that in t1ction one may 

encounter values of understandmg, a new sensitiVIty, a feeling or perhaps simply a 

sense of enjoyment. Thus it is true that novei has been the favorite work of art to 

many people around the globe. 

The \\Titer of this thesis decided to take one of the works of Victor Hugo. a 

promment trench writer of the llfth century. Accordmg to her, VIctor Hugo IS a 

genius and genuine \niter. He used realities whether from his own expenences, 

history or events, which happened during his life, with so much freedom He pictured 

human beings and their struggles vivrd!y and abundantly that they seem real Hrs 

ability to use Very detailed explanatiOns, colorful and vanous detmls, IllustratiOns 

produces realism. The writer is impressed by his various kno\\·ledge woven together 

to create the masterpiece. Hugo's philosophy, experience, history, logistics, religion 

and political morality contribute this realiry m hts novel. Hugo expresses the 

bitterness of love, sacnfice and endurance. which 1s so great m the face of multitude 

trials in order to reach purity in life so clearly, touchingly and chokingly. Using a 

great Inany details~ Hugo Inakes an of these have an in1prcsslvc and vivid essence 



This proves that Hugo is able to represent the world clearly and loudly through his 

masterpieces. If there was a great painter such as Leonardo da Vinci who painted 

people so vividly, then it IS true to call Hugo as a word pamter in telling about life. 

Hugo in his masterpiece-"Les Miserables·· emphasizes precious values such as 

justice, mercy, forgiveness, love, sacrifice, bravery, personal struggles between good 

and evil in its urmost All of these values are presented with pureness that from 

reading It, one may C()me mto realizatiOn that Hugo was very mature and deep m his 

understanding in those values that it seems as if he had undergone rich experiences in 

his life. It is indeed obvious that he had learnt those values deeply. In characterization 

of the novel, Hugo did not use C()mplex and sophisticated psychological analysis on 

each of the characters, rather he Simply presented them through simple emotiOns and 

actions. Hence, his characters in the novel are easv to be analvzed deeply and 

accurately. 

The title of the novel bemg studied here is "Les M1serables'' As one knows 

that ·Les M1serabies" IS one of the most famous French literary works \Vhich has 

been translated into English, the title is somewhat remained in French. "Les·· in 

French equals with '·the'· in English, but it means something pluraL "Miscrables" 

means JUst rhe same as the English word for rmserable, which means wretched. poor. 

very unhappy, miserable and untortunate. Thus, the words ··Les Miserables·· mean 

\VTetched, poor, very unhappy, miserable, untortunate people or the outcasts. The 

reason why Hugo entitles his work "Les Miserables" is that th1s novel of his is full of 



the stories of wretched and miserable people \vho have miserable lives whether from 

punishments, poverty, manipulation or abandonment 

Despite of its many mam themes Hugo had deveioped in the novel, the two 

important themes are, the struggle between good and evil in the soul of one man and 

society's struggle for a greater gO<Xl. According to the \VTiter of this thesis, 'Les 

Miserables'" is about two truths, which are, Law and Mercy. lt is about one man poses 

as the law-the justice and the other as the mercy. About how Law and Mercy-two 

truths differ and opposite against each other. 

Despite its threateningly long, (the novel consists of 1463 pages) the \VTiter of 

this thes1s somehow chose Victor Hugo's novei-Les Miserables. The writer, first of 

ali, feels very lucky that she could read a beautrful and pmgnant novel as ~Les Mrs"-

as it is r.opularly called by people whether they are academicians or people in 

general. She is interested in studying some aspects of so many rich aspects can be 

learnt from the novel that IS iaw versus mercy. which 1s interesting and challeng1ng. 

Accordmg to her, -Les Mrs" Is very deep m thought and feelmgs, rt represents human 

emotions deeply such as love, hate, courage, self-sacrifice and forgiveness. lt is a 

cotnplex \vork uf literature. Rich of philosophy; n1oratity 7 religion, and hist<Jr\ 

creating real1sm,. meanmg and long lastlllg tmpresswns, :'tet 1i 1s told by simplicity nor 

by psychologtcal complextttes. ~Les Mrs·· concerns w1th humamtv. as what 

1-1auteviHe 11ouse (V"fi, p.xvii) commented on the novel,'-'- ... so long as ignorance and 

. . ' h ' ''b •« ' • ' , ••• Intsery- rcn1arn on eann~ t ere shou1ct .e a nc..:d lor tlooks suc11 as tnis. 



As a whole, "Les Mis" is about a man named Jean Vaijean who was an cx

wnvict. After he was saved and torgiven by a Bishop ofDigne, he transformed into a 

good man. He accepted the bishop's forgiveness and began a new life, which was 

filled with loving-kindness. He struggled all his life to reach purity, and it was indeed 

that he was as pure as a saint. Somehow, a very strict police inspector, a detective and 

a spy named Javert kept pursuing this had already transtonned man pitilessly and 

endlessly in the name of the law to demand justice. He, Javert, hunted Jean Val Jean 

for his past sins in order to tulfiH the law that is to maintain its principle, justice. 

1.2. Statements of the Problem 

ln accordance With the background of the study, the problem mvest1gated by 

the \\Titer is as follows: 

"How are the characteristics of law and mercy as depicted m the novel-Les 

Miserables being cmnpared with each other? (As law represented by Javert and 

mercy by Jean Val_1ean).'· 

l.3. Ob,jectives of the Study 

Based on rhe problem stared. the obJective of this srudy IS ro find out the 

compansons between the charactensircs of imY and mercy as deplete{} m the novei

Les Miserables. 



1.4. The Significance of the Study 

The writer hopes that the result of her study is able to give a little CDntribution 

to the study of literature, espe{;Iaily the study of novei in general and the study of 

Victor Hugo's novel "Les Mis'' especially in terms of law versus mercy in particular. 

This study takes up a French literary work-·'Les Miserables" by French best-loved 

author, V1ctor Hugo. Th1s French literary work had been translated mto English. 

Hopefully, this study of a french literature may open a new diSCDurse m learning 

literature especially in English, that there are so many literary discourses from around 

the world, which are worth to be read and learnt besides the already known and 

common English discourses from either America or Great Britain. 

1.5. Limitation of the Study 

The writer only analyzes one element from Victor Hugo's novel ·-tes Mis· 

that rs about la\v versus 111ercyr- the characteristics of lav.r and rnercyr \vhich betng 

compared with each other. She d1d not analyze other thmgs smce the novel has nch 

topics to be learnt and it would be compiex and need not a little time and efforts~ 

therefore. she chose only one topic to be studied, about how law and mercy being 

compared with each other using a Chnstwn theological v1ewpomt The wmer admtt.'. 

that there are several ways available to mvestlgate this matter, however, considering 

Hugo· s own religious conviction as a Christian (which is also the \niter" s own 

religiouS belief}, the \\Titer chose to e111ploy c-hristian theological Vie\VpGint in order 



to explore Hugo's original intention in writing this novel more richfully and 

conveniently. The writer here took the point of view of theology tor literature ts 

broad, consisting many aspects of life, such as, moral, religion, philosophy and so on. 

As w·hat Roberts and Jacobs ( 1989: p.2) say, 

Literature helps us grow personally and intellectually, it provides an 
objective base for our knowledge and understanding; it helps us ro connect 
ourselves to the broader culture, philosophic, and religious world which 
we are a part; it enables us to recognize human dreams and struggles in 
different places and times. Literature helps us develop mature sensibility 
and compassion for the condition of all living things. 

1.6. Definition of Key Terms 

To avoid misunderstandmg, it is important to know the key terms, whtch are 

related to this study of literature. The following are the key terms with their 

definitions . 

• D...) Novel 

A novel ts a relatively long fictional prose narrattve with a more or less complex 

plot or pattern of events, about actions, feelings, motives etc of a !:,1fOup of 

characters (Webster's New \:Vor1d Dictionary). 

B) Character 

firstly 1t ts a person in a play, story, novel etc. Secondly, tt IS a role as portrayed 

by an actor or actress. Thirdly, it is the mental and moral qualities that make a 

person different from others or a distinctive trait, quality, or attribute, 



characteristic. Finally another meamng IS that a character is the pattern of 

behavior or personality found in an individual or group (Webster's New World 

Dictionary). 

C J Characterization 

While characterization is the act of characterizing and the delineation of character 

or creation of characters in a play, story etc. ln other words, the way to picture 

characters (Webster's New World Dictionary). 

D) Plot 

A plot is the sequence of incidents or events of which a story is composed. It may 

include what character says or thinks, as well as what he does (Perrine, p.58). ln 

Webster's, a piot IS the arrangement of the incidents in a piay, novel, narrative 

poem etc (Webster·s New World Dictionary). In short, it is the events that form 

or build a story in a noveL 

E1 Sening 

Setting is basically the tllne and the place in a story. ltccording to the common 

definition in \Vebster·s. setting is the time, place, environment, and surrounding 

circumstances of an events, story, play, etc (Webster's New World Dictionary!. 

Law· is a rule established by authority or custom, regulating the behav10r of 

members of a community, country, etc (Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary 

of Current English). 



G) Mercy 

Compassion or forbearance shown especially to an offender or to one subject to 

one's power; also: lenient or compassionate treatment. A biessmg that IS an act 

of divine favor or compassion. Compassionate treatment of those in distress 

(Merriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary) 

1. 7. Organization oft he Thesis 

This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter l is the introduction of the thesis 

and Chapter II is the related literature and study used to support this thesis. Chapter 

lll presents the method of the study. Chapter IV presents the discussions of tindings. 

And fma!ly, Chapter V conciudes the whoie discussions. 
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